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Wladyslaw Biernacki  

1922-2000 

From the book “Prophecies” by Wladyslaw Biernacki: 

Prophecies regarding a few nations 

In the very near future, England will be swamped by tidal waves, and the small islands off the coast of 

Britain will disappear forever. I had a vision of London, and saw how it will be utterly destroyed by an 

earthquake, and by fire. After all these cataclysms, the population of England will have fallen to about 

one-quarter what it is at present.  

There are several other countries which, like England, will in the very near future be absolutely 

devastated by natural catastrophes, to the point of being perhaps quite literally wiped off the map. 

These are: Denmark, Holland and Portugal. They are all countries that once imposed suffering on 

other nations by conquering them; now they have to suffer in their turn. 

The course of the Third World War 

It will be a hell on earth. And yet in its greatest fury it will last only three and a half months. 

The Third World War will begin in Italy. There will be an appallingly bloody revolution there, which 

will start within the Vatican City itself. A Communist government will be set up, and the Communists 

will harass, torture and murder the clergy. 

Amidst this disorder, and surrounded by the corpses of his faithful Cardinals, Pope John Paul II will 

flee from the Holy See to France, and then to Poland. He will remain in Poland – at Czestochowa, and 

elsewhere – until after the end of the war. During much of this period he will in some sense be 

‘invisible’ – perhaps in hiding? 

Altogether, Pope John Paul II will be in exile for three and a half years. During this time, the 

Communists will mock and lay waste to the Holy See. It will be a great punishment on the Church, to 

atone for the personal shortcomings of certain Popes in the past. 

It is possible that around this time there will be a surprise Soviet military invasion of southern Europe. 

What is certain is that the revolution will be deliberately introduced from Italy into France and Spain, 

and Communist governments established in those two countries. However, these regimes will survive 

for only between forty and forty-six days, and will quite quickly collapse. 
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West Germany will feel desperately threatened by all these developments, but will also see an 

opportunity at hand to re-unite with East Germany, and to encircle the Red Army divisions stationed 

there. And so the southernmost division of the West German Army will suddenly move into 

Czechoslovakia. The invading troops will be welcomed by the local civilian population, and also by 

the Czech elements in the state army. However, the Slovak Military Units will try to oppose the 

German advance. 

From Czechoslovakia, the West German forces will drive deep into Poland, penetrating as far as 

Walbrzyeh. Walbrzych, Klodzko, Zloty Stok and all the countryside round about those places will be 

utterly laid waste in the ensuing fighting. 

On the opposite flank – that is to say, to the north – German forces will invade Poland both from sea, 

and by airborne landings at Kolobrzeg. I have seen that Kolobrzeg will be utterly devastated 

(particularly the resort area of the town), the destruction being as severe as that which it suffered in the 

Second World War. There will be a great number of casualties, but finally the Germans will take 

Kolobrzeg, and will hold it for eight days. 

On the ninth day, however, the joint Polish-Russian Armies will surround and overwhelm the German 

positions at Kolobrzeg, and the survivors will be taken prisoner. 

After this, the conflict in the north will escalate in intensity, and the area of heavy fighting will spread 

out right along the Baltic Sea, in a belt fifty kilometers wide and extending from Klajpeda to Szczecin. 

Individual towns and villages will be attacked from the direction of the shore, where a NATO 

operational Headquarters will have been established. In some places, the Red Army will for a while be 

forced back, and as they withdraw, they will demolish entire cities (like Gdansk, and Elblag) behind 

them. 

In central Poland, meanwhile, there will have been no fighting at all. However, that isn’t to say that 

there won’t, in the near future, be any destruction there of any sort, since those central provinces (like 

everywhere else in the world) will be affected by the earthquakes, gales, thunderstorms, famine and 

other calamities which will rage across the globe. 

Once Kolobrzeg has been recaptured and secured, the Warsaw Pact forces will formally wage war on, 

and invade West Germany. 

In the first Russian counter-thrust, therefore, the German Division in the south of Poland will be 

driven back to Prague. There will be an enormous military build-up there; and fighting so fierce that 

the streets will be ankle-deep in the blood of both soldiers and civilians, and all the splendid buildings 

reduced to rubble. This dreadful catastrophe will befall the Czechs as a result of that nation’s apostasy 

from Christ. Prague will never be rebuilt. 

In the next thrust, the Red Army will strike across West Germany, right up as far as the French border, 

and at the limit of their advance will be occupying three-quarters of German territory. They will be 

assisted in their attack by the Czechoslovakian army (although the actual Czech units, as I’ve said, will 

have joined the Germans.) 

This will be the end of the initial phase of the Third World War. 

***** 
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In the second phase of the war, the German Army will mount a counter-attack, and the Warsaw Pact 

forces will begin to fall back. 

On the third day after the German counter-attack, the Chinese Army will unexpectedly attack the 

Soviet Union in the rear. And on the sixth day, there will take place an Anti-Communist Revolution in 

Russia. 

The Chinese Army will drive victoriously into Russia, advancing at a rate of up to two hundred 

kilometers a day. Their infantry will behave in an utterly bestial fashion, far worse than was ever the 

case with Hitler’s Nazis. There will be no prisoners taken, so that the Russian troops will be fleeing in 

panic before the Chinese. Some Soviet Generals will betray their own country in the prevailing 

confusion, and defect to the Chinese side. About this time also, East Germany will defect from the 

Warsaw Pact, and the Red Army will consequently be collapsing on all fronts. 

Seeing all this taking place around them, the Soviet leaders will order all the Warsaw Pact units to 

withdraw out of Germany into Czechoslovakia; and as an act of revenge they will let loose on 

Germany a full-scale nuclear bombardment. This will occur at two o’clock in the morning. 

As it happens, there are huge amounts of ammunition stored in all parts of Germany. In the searing 

heat of the nuclear blast, all of these stores will explode at the same time, and nearly all Germans will 

die. Those who do survive will be drowned. Only the part of Brandenburg directly adjacent to 

Szczecin will remain unaffected. 

Twelve hours after the nuclear holocaust in Germany, the still-ruinous city of Gdansk will experience 

an earthquake; but there will not be any loss of life from it. 

***** 

In the third phase of the Third World War, the fighting will once again be heaviest in central and 

eastern Europe. 

With the bulk of the Warsaw Pact forces now deployed in Czechoslovakia, a revolution will 

unexpectedly break out in Poland. It will last for precisely five days, during which the erstwhile 

disciples of the Communists will turn on their former masters, with the utmost ferocity. The pleas for 

mercy will fall on deaf ears. 

Two days later, a certain god-fearing man from Cracow, a lay brother in a religious order (I have 

actually met him at his monastery, and we’ve spoken together, at some length), will address the Polish 

nation, and will restore peace. Everyone will obey him, and he’ll be hailed almost as a new-Messiah. 

He will be placed on the throne of Poland, and will be appointed Commander-in-Chief of the Polish 

forces. 

Meanwhile, in Russia, there will be a state of unimaginable chaos and civil disorder. Sixty per cent of 

the population will be massacred by their own countrymen; and there will be slaughter there 

surpassing any other that may have taken place in Russia in the past. Father will fight son; and son, 

father. 
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Six weeks after the restoration of order in Poland, the once-great Soviet empire will be extinct. 

Those forward divisions of the Red Army which at this stage of the war have become stranded in 

Czechoslovakia, will for a while terrorize the local populace there. They will then withdraw eastwards 

into Hungary, and on into the Ukraine. 

All kinds of patriotic Ukrainian factions will have been formed round about this time, all having an 

independent Ukraine as their common goal. These Ukrainian nationalist groups will try to drive off the 

Russian armies. But killings will turn out even worse for them than they did for the Czechs, as the 

Russians will adopt a ‘scorched earth’ policy. Anything and everybody they come across will be set on 

fire, or otherwise destroyed. 

At this point the Ukrainians, seeing themselves to be on the brink of extinction as a nation, will appeal 

for help to the new Polish ruler. This help will be granted them immediately, and the Polish army will 

march east at the greatest possible speed. Soon, the front line from Klajpeda down to the 

Mediterranean will have been made secure against the Russians. 

The armies of certain other countries will now come into the fray, on the Polish side. These nations 

will be, to the north, Sweden, Norway and Finland; and to the south, Hungary and Romania. (These 

last-named countries will both have experienced their own anti-Communist risings, at round about the 

same time as those in Poland.) 

France, too, will offer her economic and military help in the Polish cause; as also will a number of 

black African states. 

The Russian troops will disperse in the face of the combined allied might, and will scatter widely. 

Near Kostopol, on the river Horyn, they will re-group, but will be routed in the ferocious battle which 

will follow, and which will last three days and nights. There will be so many casualties on each side 

that the Horyn will flow red with blood. 

In the aftermath of this crushing defeat, all surviving Russian units will surrender. The Polish army 

will continue its advance until it reaches the river Dniepr – in former times, the eastern frontier of the 

Kingdom of Poland. The troops will halt there and rest, for a number of days. 

And now the final, and most dramatic phase of the Third World War. 

During all of the hostilities just described, the Chinese army to the East will have been advancing 

steadily across vast tracts of the now-defunct Soviet Union. 

In order to prevent the Chinese from conquering the entire world (and in point of fact, the Chinese 

even now have got detailed plans drawn up, for achieving precisely this objective), the United States 

will at this stage enter the military scene. It will be followed by Canada, Great Britain, Australia, 

India, Indonesia, and some more of the African states. 

The combined armies of the free world will move into South-East Asia, and will in quick succession 

take over Vietnam, Cambodia, Thailand and North Korea. The resistance put up by the Communist 

regimes in those countries will collapse virtually immediately. 

The United States and its allies will then mount mass landings on Chinese soil. The Chinese are quite 

unprepared for a military invasion from the Pacific side of their country; so that in the space of just a 

few weeks, almost half of China will have been conquered by the Americans. 
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At just this time, however, there will be a sudden breakdown in law and order in the United States, due 

to widespread risings there, fomented by the Communists. The nation will be completely divided. 

Brother will fight brother, and the poor will murder the rich farmers and factory owners everywhere, 

looting and burning their property. 

In consequence of all this, there will be great hardships and famine throughout North America, with 

plague and epidemics raging unchecked. Naturally, this will tend to greatly demoralize the American 

soldiers who at this time will be heavily engaged in China. 

In Great Britain there will be grave civil disturbances identical to, and concurrent with, those occurring 

in the United States. The royal couple (Queen Elizabeth, and Prince Philip) will flee to Bermuda, 

seeking asylum. But instead they will be assassinated in mid-flight. 

Communist uprisings will also be experienced around this same time by many other countries, 

including Canada and Australia. Prior to each individual revolution, there will of course be a great deal 

of internal agitation and subversion, on the part of the Communists locally: but I have not seen that 

there will be a full scale military invasion, as such, in any of the countries I have just mentioned. 

Meanwhile, at the eastern extremity of Europe, the Polish army will still be encamped in the vicinity 

of the river Dniepr, blocking the advance of the Chinese. 

The bulk of the Chinese forces, in spite of the surprise occupation of their own country by the 

Americans, will remain deep inside Russia. They will be approaching the Volga river, and will be only 

1000 kilometers short of Moscow. 

And now the Polish Commander-in-Chief will go forward to engage the Chinese army on the Volga. 

The ensuing battle will rage for four days, and in the course of the fighting some of the rear Polish 

units will be swung round to the north, to occupy Moscow. 

During the battle on the Volga, the Poles will sustain heavy casualties, and accordingly will fall back 

again to the Dniepr. The Chinese forces will (unsuccessfully) mount a strike against the Polish 

northern flank, dug in around Moscow. But the Chinese will in fact be thoroughly demoralized by this 

stage of the hostilities, and will withdraw in disarray. 

And now panic will set in amongst the Chinese troops, and they will scatter across Russia. 

In an act of calculated revenge, the Chinese Generals, having retreated from the Volga to a distance of 

seventy kilometers, will order the use of an all-out nuclear bombardment against the Polish positions. 

However, the Polish Commander-in-Chief, by means of sophisticated electronic equipment, will cause 

the nuclear missiles to be deflected from their course, and to fall back upon the Chinese units 

themselves. This will happen at about 10.30 a.m. 

And so it is that the Chinese will perish by their own devices. The simultaneous blast from the Chinese 

nuclear warheads will be accompanied by a tremendous flash of light that will last about forty 

seconds, and be seen throughout the world. The force of the explosion will be so unimaginably 

powerful that the earth will be hurled violently from its position in space, and will then wander in an 

aimless orbit for three days and nights. 
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Instantly, there will be earthquakes and thunderstorms throughout the world. Lightning will shoot 

across the sky continuously, and will actually pass right through the window panes of houses, causing 

the glass to melt or disintegrate. And so it will strike even into people’s front rooms, sometimes killing 

one or two people there, and missing others. Those people who love God, will be spared. 

It will be apparent, too, that the world will have lost its gravitational force of attraction, and men will 

be unable to stand upright, for fear of falling. It will only be possible to lie down, or to sit. 

Within a few hours, the earth will be enveloped by ever-increasing darkness, to the point of total 

obscurity. Many people, overcome by horror at what is happening, will imagine it to be the end of the 

world, and will die from sheer fright, or from despair. But it won’t be the end of the world just yet: 

simply an unprecedented worldwide calamity, the second great punishment from God, at around this 

time (the war being the first), which men will have brought upon themselves. 

After the Three Days of Darkness, the war will cease, and there will be a great calm, All evildoers will 

have perished, during those three days. 

It will, however, be a considerable time before civilized government is re established. The whole of 

North America will be like a village. Florida will have disappeared. Washington and New York will 

have been utterly destroyed by earthquakes (these will happen at three o’clock in the morning, when 

most people are asleep). The great centers of population will now be just gigantic graveyards, with 

everything buried beneath the rubble from the skyscrapers. The cities of North America will never he 

rebuilt. 

The individual American states will have split away from each other in the chaos, and will be more or 

less self-governing for two-and-a-half years (that is, until a centralized administration is once again 

introduced). The famine will persist for a few seasons, and people will find that their gold is worthless, 

and fit only to be trampled upon in the streets. Most of the States will – on the whole, independently of 

each other – conduct negotiations with Poland, to buy food from Central Europe. 

In Western Europe, whole states (such as Denmark, Holland and Portugal) will have been lost. Some 

expanses of coastline will have sunk beneath the sea, and others risen up. Many cities will have been 

destroyed by tidal waves, and will remain overgrown with grass. 

In France there will emerge a great and godly ruler, who will restore order there, and in other 

countries, too. Paris will have been completely devastated, but will be rebuilt. So also will Rome, and 

Madrid. 

In Great Britain, there will be no administration at all, to speak of, for two years. But the French army 

will step in, and help to re-establish order, law and peace there. A new English government will thus 

be formed, with the help of the French. 

***** 
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In conclusion, I will say this. 

Everything that I have just described is going to happen very soon, and exactly as it is set out here. If 

there is a sufficient degree of repentance (and God is particularly calling to priests to lead the people, 

in offering up prayers of atonement), then it is still possible that the severity of the punishment will be 

mitigated, in certain places. But the broad course of events will nevertheless be as above. 

In these Last Days that we are living through, certain nations will be specially favored by God. 

Hungary is one of these: apart from the anti-Communist revolution that will in due course take place 

there, it will actually not suffer very much in the upheavals to come. The Hungarians will be like the 

children of Israel in Old Testament times, a chosen people. 

Other nations that will enjoy the special protection of Almighty God in these times are: the Polish, 

Slovak and Byelorussian peoples. 

To people of all other nations, my urgent advice is that they as of now draw close to God. If they do 

this, even as individuals (or as families), then they personally will have nothing to fear. 

For during the chastisement that is shortly to come, all sinners will be removed from the earth, and 

only the good will remain. All people who live through the Three Days of Darkness (including all 

surviving Jews, and Moslems) will become Christians – either there and then, or in the very near 

future. 


